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Remote control for RGB(W) control 18192000
Article no. 18193000

BRUMBERG

Light.
For Generations.

Tender
Fernbedienung zu RGB(W)-Steuerung 18192000. Dimensions: 120 x 50 x 15 mm, frequency: 868 MHz, range: up to 20 m, Batteries: 3 x 
1.5 V DC AAA (not included in the scope of delivery). The following functions can be called using the remote control:- Intuitive color setting 
using the touch color selector wheel (RGB). Selection of 4 different programs(soft color change, soft color change warm colors, soft color 
changecold colors, hard color change). Increase and decrease of program speed. Increase and decrease of brightness using the function 
key + color wheel. Operation and selection of 2 separate zones (multi-room control) using aremote control. Switching-on and switching-off 
of the lighting system. Up to 4 colors can be directly saved and directly called using therespective keys.

Article data
Article no. 18193000
GTIN 4250047795278
Short description Remote control for RGB(W) control 18192000
Weight 0.000 kg

Packing data
Gross weight 0.088 kg
Length of packaging 150 mm
Packaging width 50 mm
Packaging hight 35 mm

Disposal at end of life

This product must not be disposed of with household waste. You are obliged, to dispose of 
such electrical waste separately. 
By disposing of electrical waste and other old or defective electronics separately, you 
support recycling or other forms of re-use. In that way you help to take care and to avoid that 
harmful substances get into the environment.

All technical data as well as, weight  and measurements are based on rated values and had been carefully prepared. We reserve the right to make technical changes which 
are are important in progressing. Product pictures are examples and can vary from the original. Subject to errors.
Date  14.04.2022 Orders are placed under our general terms and conditions under  https://www.brumberg.com/en/terms-and-conditions/general-terms-and-conditions-of-sale/ 


